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Short platform video (3 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quAQje2FGg0

➔

Full platform walkthrough video (15 mins)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtuG61VAjoI

➔

Service Catalogue
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SLt0tkw08ICy3CBskDHdMEEOQBmAr1Ol/view?usp=s
haring
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Next Generation Patent Renewal System

Control your renewal operations
With your own renewal system, you have complete control over you renewal operations.
How does it work?
This is your central management system for all your clients’ patents, designs, and utility
models renewals. From the platform, you can look up patents using yours or your client’s
references, as well as annuity year, invoice due dates, etc. For instance, your administrators
can rapidly look up a client status and see whether there are patents that are pending
instruction or any payments that are coming up.
With a full digital papertrail, as well as double confirmation when changing instructions, it is
easy to ensure the chain of responsibility and avoid the risk of supplying incorrect
instructions.
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Control over payments and actions
You can rest assured that you will always be on top of your clients’ renewal schedule.
How does it work?
We will notify you in due time if a client is late in providing instructions or payments. As a
minimum, you will have 15 days to contact the client and resolve the situation.
Standard renewal schedule

4 months

3 months

2 months

1 month

Renewal date

Past renewal

Conﬁrmation

We notify the
client and/or
you directly.
(Including price
estimate.)

We invoice the
client and/or
you directly.
The invoice is
due within 30
days.

We receive the
payment from
the client
and/or you.

Margin for
handling time
and for delayed
payments.

patentrenewal.
com pay the
annuity at the
PTO when we
receive the
payment and
the explicit
instruction.

patentrenewal.
com issues a
conﬁrmation of
payment.

patentrenewal.
com sends a
renewal
conﬁrmation
containing a
link to the
national
databases
and/or ofﬁcial
receipts.

Streamline and automate accounting
You can facilitate your and your clients’ accounting by dividing payments into cost centres
and personalising the content of invoices to your needs.

in collaboration with
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Flexibility that ﬁts your existing workﬂows
You can centralize the management of your clients’ renewal payments while enabling client
specific workflows and schedules. For a detailed description of the onboarding and
expansion stages, see the Onboarding Requirements document.
How does it work?
You can choose whether you want to be responsible for receiving instructions from your
clients, or grant them accessibility to instruct renewals online. With the same flexibility, you
can decide if you want to retain exclusive contact with all your clients, or have us fully
support you with direct client notifications and invoices on your behalf.
Lastly, our schedules are flexible and you can decide the cadence of invoices and
notifications so that your clients experience no service or workflow disruption.
Client workﬂow overview
Easily manage all your clients’ schedule of fees as well as all workflows and default settings
(i.e auto-renew) from your client administration panel.

Results

Efﬁciency growth
All our customers experience a steep growth in eﬀiciency thanks to a more intuitive and

leaner way of implementing their same workflows.
“Patentrenewal.com brings a 10x multiplier in terms of both ease of use and speed of use. We’re
able to quickly and easily execute on renewal instructions, and transfer relevant and new case
data.”
Gerard van Walstjin
Managing Partner at Nordic Patent Service

Full IP renewal service
“They take full responsibility and make both me and my partners feel totally at ease, knowing
that everything concerning patent renewals is well under control and easily managed by our
administrators. They emphasize focusing on total yearly costs reductions instead of “just”
talking about fees, which I find is spot on and what every company needs to be fixated on.
Lastly, I always receive eﬀective expediency and fast response time. Patentrenewal.com has
my highest recommendation for any patent holder or IP law firm.”

Peter Koefoed
CEO at Inspicos A/S

Deeper client relationships
Oﬀering your clients a more competitive service will help you positively diﬀerentiate and
strengthen you position to fend oﬀ competitors and attract new business.
“Changing to patentrenewal.com has saved us more than 50% on our yearly patent annuity
costs and at the same time given us a very helpful overview of portfolio, cost and timing. This
is an overview we could not easily obtain with our former provider. The level of service is
great and the transfer of patents has been easy. I would absolutely recommend
patentrenewal.com”
Thomas Binzer
VP R&D at Sophion Bioscience A/S - client of IP law ﬁrm using patentrenewal.com

Contact us, we are here to help you

Contacts
➔

Jesper Ohrt Juel Jensen
Managing Director
jjj@patentrenewal.com
+45 60 24 44 84

➔

Mads Viborg Jørgensen
Chief Technical Oﬀicer
mvj@patentrenewal.com
+45 26 79 66 48

➔

Mathias Højlund Andersen
Head of Renewals
mha@patentrenewal.com
+45 28 60 05 27

Articles if you are curious
➔

Shortening the value chain of patent renewals.
https://www.patentrenewal.com/navigating-patent-renewals-shortening-the
-value-chain/

➔

5 reasons why your clients are moving to a new patent renewal
service.
https://www.patentrenewal.com/5-reasons-why-your-clients-are-moving-toa-new-patent-renewal-service/

➔

146 due diligence questions to audit your next patent renewal
provider.
https://www.patentrenewal.com/navigating-patent-renewals-146-due-dilige
nce-questions-to-audit-your-next-patent-renewal-provider/
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